
Pirate Wear 

There are so many things that come to mind when we think about pirates and 

what they wear. Tri-corner hats worn a top a tied head scarf, earrings, an eye 

patch, peg legs, and of course the hook in place of a hand. So let’s get started. 

Remember you are what you wear. 

Tri-Corner Hat 

Supplies: 

 One hat made of foam board 

 One leather needle 

 Waxed covered string 

Since there is going to be a lot of water play, we decided to purchase foam hats 

and make them into a tri-corner instead of making our own. Tri-corners are 

actually round hats that are sewn and steamed into shape.  

 

 

 



We did the same with our hat.  

 

On one side of the hat sew a big “X” and now do it on the other side. You should 

now have two corners. 

 

On the third side make two little “x’s” 

 

 



Head Scarf Tie 

Pirates would wear bandanas around their heads to absorb the moisture which 

comes from sweating in the tropics. Most pirates’ tri-corner hats were made of 

leather or wool and would lose their shape if moisture was there.  Here’s how to 

tie a mop rag of your very own. 

Supplies: 

 One Bandana 

Fold the bandana into a triangle. 

Put the fold seam on your forehead. 

 

Bring the two edges around the back of your head and tie them into a knot on top 

of the other edge of the bandana, which we call the flap. 

 



 

Eye Patch 

 

Being on a ship at sea with a bunch of rogues had its downside, mostly fighting. 

Most pirates didn’t have an eye-patch, but those whose eyes got maimed in a 

fight were covered with an eye-patch. 

Supplies: 

 One piece of self-adhesive black foam board 

 Eye-patch pattern 

 Elastic 

 

 



Cut two eye-patches, using the pattern, out of foam board. 

 

Take the elastic and measure around the head from temple to temple, plus one 

thumb width. 

From the first eye patch take off the adhesive backing and place the elastic. 

 

Take the second eye patch, remove the backing and stick on top of the other eye 

patch piece and elastic. Press with your hands. Trim if necessary.  



 

Now you’re ready to wear your eye patch. 

 

Hooked Hand 

Along with losing and eye, more often than not, one could lose their hand or their 

leg. These were usually due to fighting but from accidents on the ship itself. Boom 

lines snapping or getting some appendage stuck in a crank or shaft. There was 

really no sick leave on a pirate ship, so they just made due. For a lost leg they 

would make a substitute leg out of wood. Better known as the peg leg.  

For the hand they would make a hook. This they would take from the hoist or 

rigging itself.  

Supplies: 

 One hook pattern 

 Cardboard 

 One plastic drinking cup 

 

 



Cut out one hook pattern out of cardboard. 

 

 

Cut a slit into the bottom of the plastic cup. Sort of like a piggy-bank opening. 

 

Fold over the little notches on the hook piece and slide in through the cup 

bottom. 

Undo the notches, put your hand in the cup and you now have a hooked hand. 



 

 

Dagger and Sheath 

 

We had so much fun making this. This is so simple to do and it doesn’t hurt if one 

should get into a pirate duel. 

Supplies: 



 Self-Adhesive Foam board. Two large sheets in any color you would like. If 

you use foam board without the peel and stick adhesive, use foam glue to 

hold each section together. 

Down-load the sword and sheath pattern. Trace the dagger/sword pattern 4 

times on two of the foam board sheets. 

 

 

Cut out the pattern pieces. 



 

Figure out how you want the color order of your dagger to go. Start with the 

bottom piece. On the next piece pull back the paper and stick it to the bottom 

piece. Keep going like this until you get to the last piece. Peel the paper on this 

piece, and then peel the paper on the bottom of the dagger and stick the last 

piece to the bottom piece.  
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Now you have a fun dagger to fight pirates with. 
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Sheath: 

Supplies: 

One piece of  foam board, any color, without the self- adhesive. 

Stitching needle 

Sock yarn, or wax thread 

Trace the sheath pattern twice onto the third sheet of foam board. 

 

Cut out the pattern pieces and trace the little sewing dots around the edge. 

Put the sheath pieces together, right sides facing. 

Thread your needle with the sock yarn or waxed thread and start to sew the 

sheath together doing a whip stitch. Be sure to knot it at the very beginning and 

end. 
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